LGBTQ RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY - A SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY: 2021–2022

This is a selective list of printed books discussing LGBTQ Religion and Spirituality. The bibliography lists author, title, publisher, and date of publication. One should refer to publishers or book suppliers for content summaries, reader’s reviews, available formats, pricing, and ordering information.

Note: Electronic books are not included. Printed items of less than 50 pages are counted as pamphlets or booklets, and are, generally, not included. A select few of these short items are included and the number of pages is indicated.

A select number of titles published in mid- to late-2020 are included.

A book is available from major booksellers when it is added to the list. Some included books have one or two chapters on LGBT Religion and Spirituality, and may also contain discussions of other issues as well.

Excluded from this list are books (1) that are homophobic, prejudiced, or hateful in their treatment of the subject; and (2) books that promote the changing of a person’s sexual orientation or “conversion therapy”.
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Book Lists by Category

Christian Traditions

General Views


Christianity, LGBTQ Suicide, and the Souls of Queer Folk (Emerging Perspectives in Pastoral Theology and Care) by Cody Sanders. Lexington Books, 2020.


Embodied: Transgender Identities, the Church, and What the Bible Has to Say by Preston Sprinkle. David C. Cook, 2021.


Flip It Like This by David Hayward. Broadleaf Books, 2022. (Work of noted cartoonist.)


The Gender Agenda: The Journey Towards a Theology of Gender Identity and Reassignment by Steve Chalke. Independently published, 2021. (44 pages)


Jesus was Gay: Essays on Christianity and Homosexuality by Joel Goh. Independently published, 2022.


Unconditional: A Guide to Loving and Supporting Your LGBTQ Child


Roman Catholic Traditions


Personal Narratives

Choosing to Be Gay: One Man’s Improbable Path from Living Straight to Loving Gay by Mike Maloney. Mike Maloney, 2020.


A Place in the Choir: Reclaiming My Relationship with God as a Queer Man by Jerome Imhoff. Independently published, 2022.


Protestant Traditions


Personal Narratives


I’m Black, I’m a Minister, and I’m Gay by Benjamin Carlton. Paramount Publisher, 2021.


This Queer Grace: My Lesbian Journey Through Unknown Landscapes: A Spiritual Memoir by Hilde Raastad. Esuberanza, 2022.
Trans-Evangelist: The Life and Times of a Transgender Pentecostal Preacher by Paula Nielson. 2nd ed. Independently published, 2017. (Left off previous list)

**Bible Interpretation**


Clobber the Passages: Seven Deadly Verses by Mel White. Independently published, 2020.


A Letter to the Christian Church, Rite 3, St. Elisabeth Interfaith Episcopal Church by Frederick Lyle Morris. Independently published, 2022.


Sodom and Gomorrah: What was Their Sin? by Mark V. Style. Independently published, 2022.


What the Bible Says About Sex: Why We Read It the Way We Do by Jeremiah Cataldo. Routledge, 2022.

Devotional Literature


Pastoral Care & Counseling

Attachment-Based Family Therapy for Sexual and Gender Minority Young Adults and Their Nonaccepting Parents by Gary M. Diamond and Rotem Boruchovitz-Zamir. American Psychological Association, 2023.


Pastoral Care to and Ministry with LGBTQ Youth and Young Adults by Arthur David Canales. Wipf and Stock, 2022.


Together: Ten Building Blocks for a Successful Relationship by Ken Martin. Independently published, 2020. (Author is notable counselor for LGBTQ couples.)

Jewish Traditions


Mormon Traditions


This Body of Water: Surviving Mormonism as a Queer Man by Weston Smith. Weston Smith, 2022.


Muslim Traditions


Eastern Religious Traditions (Includes Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism, Taoism, Shinto, Confucianism)


Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys


Mi’kmaq Puoinaq Two Spirit Medicine by Joseph Randolph Bowers. Ability Therapy Specialists Pty Ltd, 2019. (Left off previous list)


Ceremonies & Rituals


Operating Manual for Same-Sex Couples: Navigating the Rules, Rites & Rights by Demian. Independently published, 2022. (Includes info. on ceremonies and counseling.)

Planning Your LGBTQ Wedding: Words for Your Same-Sex Ceremony by B. J. Beu. Independently published, 2019. (left off previous list)


**Historical Scholarship**

Deities and Divas: Queer Ritual Specialists in Myanmar, Thailand and Beyond by Peter A. Jackson and Benjamin Baumann. NIAS Press, 2022.


Gender Essentialism and Orthodoxy: Beyond Male and Female (Orthodox Christianity and Contemporary Thought) 1st edition by Bryce E. Rich. Fordham University Press, 2022.


Orthodox Tradition and Human Sexuality (Orthodox Christianity and Contemporary Thought) by Thomas Arentzen, Ashley M. Purpura, and Aristotle Papanikolau. Fordham University Press, 2022.


Title Index

Numbers and A

24 Reasons to Abandon Christianity: Why Christianity’s Perverted Morality Leads to Misery and Death by Charles Bufe. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

About Homosexuality: The 12 Biblical Passages Used Against Gay Marriage by Annett Klien. Bible Interpretation


Alabama Grandson: A Black, Gay Minister’s Passage Out of Hiding by Cedrick D. Bridgeforth. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Among the Eunuchs: A Muslim Transgender Journey by Leyla Jagiella. Muslim Traditions


Are You Going to be That? The Struggle of Life, Strength, and Faith by Timothy Keys. Christian Traditions: General Views

Attachment-Based Family Therapy for Sexual and Gender Minority Young Adults and Their Nonaccepting Parents by Gary M. Diamond and Rotem Boruchovitz-Zamir. Pastoral Care & Counseling


Be the Brave One: Living Your Spiritual Values Out Loud and Other Life Lessons by Ann Kansfield. Christian Traditions: General Views

Becoming Community: Meeting in the Intersection of Truth and Love by Olivia A. Phillips. Christian Traditions: General Views

Beloved: Being Gay and Christian by Donald Schmidt. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives


Bi the Way: Pastoring Bisexual Christians in Europe by Carol A. Shepherd. Christian Traditions: General Views


BJU and Me: Queer Voices from the World’s Most Christian University by Lance Weldy and Curt Allision. Christian Traditions: General Views


The Black Trans Prayer Book by Dane Figueroa Edidi. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

Blessed are Those Who Mourn: Chinese Tongzhi Catholics’ Tales by Eros Shaw, Mark Larrimore, and Michael Clifton, eds. Roman Catholic Traditions
Blood on Its Hands?: The Church and LGBT Youth by Carol A. Shepherd. **Christian Traditions: General Views**

Body Becoming, A Path to Our Liberation by Robyn Henderson-Espinoza. **Christian Traditions: General Views**


The Book of Queer Prophets: 24 Writers on Sexuality and Religion by Ruth Hunt. **Christian Traditions: General Views**

Born Again This Way: Coming Out, Coming to Faith, and What Comes Next by Rachel Gilson. **Christian Traditions: General Views**

Born Gay in Dixie by Janet G. Tharpe. **Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Bought with a Price: A Gay Christian’s Memoir from Porn Sets to Love by Aaron Crowley. **Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Broke the Bread, Spilled the Tea by Mitchell Kesller. **Bible Interpretation**


C

Called Out: 100 Devotions for LGBTQ Christians by Emily C. Heath. **Devotional Literature**

Callin’ Out the Gays: And the Straights and Everyone In-Between by Larkin Ellzey. **Christian Traditions: General Views**

Came Out ... Kicked Out: Living in and Out of the Exclusive Brethren by Adrian Patmore. **Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

The Case Against Conversion “Therapy”: Evidence, Ethics, and Alternatives by Douglas C. Halderman. **Christian Traditions: General Views**

A Catechism of the Heart: A Jesuit Missioned to the Laity by Benjamin James Brenkert. **Roman Catholic Traditions**

Choosing to Be Gay: One Man’s Improbable Path from Living Straight to Loving Gay by Mike Maloney. **Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Christianity, LGBTQ Suicide, and the Souls of Queer Folk (Emerging Perspectives in Pastoral Theology and Care) by Cody Sanders. Christian Traditions: General Views

The Church is Dead: Reflections of a Gay Christian by Paul Svensen. Christian Traditions: General Views

Clobber the Passages: Seven Deadly Verses by Mel White. Bible Interpretation

Colors of Hope: A Devotional Journal from LGBTQ+ Christians by Melissa Guthrie. Devotional Literature

Come Now, Let Us Argue It Out: Counter-Conduct and LGBTQ Evangelical Activism (Anthropology of Contemporary North America) by Jon Burrow-Branine. Christian Traditions: General Views

Coming Alive: Memoir by Anne Ierardi. Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

Coming Out and Coming Home: A Gay Catholic Man’s Journey from Marginalization to Ministry by Stan Zerkowski. Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

Courage: A Ministry of Hope by James A. Beers. Roman Catholic Traditions

D

D. Michael Quinn: Mormon Historian by Gary Topping. Mormon Traditions

Daily Contemplations for Misfit Christians 1: Advent + Christmas by Elane O’Rourke and Benton Stokes. Devotional Literature

Daily Contemplations for Misfit Christians 2: Epiphany by Elane O’Rourke and Benton Stokes. Devotional Literature

Daily Contemplations for Misfit Christians 3: Lent + Easter by Elane O’Rourke and Benton Stokes. Devotional Literature

Daily Contemplations for Misfit Christians 4: The Season of Pentecost: Weeks 1-13 by Elane O’Rourke and Benton Stokes. Devotional Literature

Deeper Waters: Building Bridges Over Cultural Conflict by Amie Scott. Christian Traditions: General Views
Deities and Divas: Queer Ritual Specialists in Myanmar, Thailand and Beyond by Peter A. Jackson and Benjamin Baumann. Historical Scholarship

Desiring God: Meditations for the Gay Man and Other Edgy People by Arno Steen Andreasen. Devotional Literature


Djinn (SUNY series in Queer Politics and Cultures) by Tofik Dibi. Muslim Traditions

Does God Have a Gay Agenda? by Brian King. Christian Traditions: General Views

Doing Church at the Amplify Open and Affirming Conferences: Queer Ecclesiologies in Asia (Asian Christianity in the Diaspora) by Joseph N. Goh. Historical Scholarship


Embodied: Transgender Identities, the Church, and What the Bible Has to Say by Preston Sprinkle. Christian Traditions: General Views


Everyone Should Have a Gay Son: A Pastor’s Journey by Jeri E. Williams. Protestant Traditions

Faith in the Fire: An Outside Perspective on Latter-Day Families by R. H Peterson. Mormon Traditions

Faith Under the Rainbow: Reclaiming the Truth about Homosexuality and the Bible by Rebecca Keene. Bible Interpretation


Female Homosexuality in Ancient Greece and Rome by Sandra Boehringer. Historical Scholarship

Flip It Like This by David Hayward. Christian Traditions: General Views

Four (and a half) Dialogues on Homosexuality and the Bible by Donald J. Zeyl. Bible Interpretation

From Salvation to Survival: One Heart’s Journey Through Faith and Sexuality as One of Jehovah’s Witnesses by Noah Kling. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

G


Gay Latter-Day Saint Crossroads: My Journey, Your Journey, and a Scripture-based Path Forward by Evan Smith. Mormon Traditions

The Gay Samaritan by Thomas Arthur Nelson. Roman Catholic Traditions


The Gender Agenda: The Journey Towards a Theology of Gender Identity and Reassignment by Steve Chalke. Christian Traditions: General Views

Gender Essentialism and Orthodoxy: Beyond Male and Female (Orthodox Christianity and Contemporary Thought) 1st edition by Bryce E. Rich. Historical Scholarship

Gender Identity and Faith: Clinical Postures, Tools, and Case Studies for Client-Centered Care by Mark A. Yarhouse and Julia A. Sadusky. Pastoral Care & Counseling


Godly ... But Gay: A Story of Contradictions, Conversion Therapy & Coming Out by Joel Barrett. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

God’s Works Revealed: Spirituality, Theology, and Social Justice for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Catholics by Sam Albano. Roman Catholic Traditions


Handbook of LGBTQ-Affirmative Couple and Family Therapy 2nd Edition by Rebecca G. Harvey and Megan J. Murphy. Pastoral Care & Counseling

Happy: LGBTQ+ Experiences of Australian Pentecostal-Charismatic Christianity (Christianity and Renewal-Interdisciplinary Studies) 1st ed. by Mark Jennings. Protestant Traditions

Healing Rainbows: Embracing LGBTQIA+ with Scriptures by W. E. Smith. Bible Interpretation

Hearts Ablaze: Parables for the Queer Soul by Rolf Nolasco Jr. Devotional Literature

Heaven Come Down: The Story of a Transgender Disciple by Chrissie Chevasutt. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Heavenly Homos, etc.: Queer Icons from LGBTQ Life, Religion, and History by Jan Haen. Christian Traditions: General Views

Heavy Burdens: Seven Ways LGBTQ Christians Experience Harm in the Church by Bridget Eileen Rivera. Christian Traditions: General Views

Heretic: A Memoir by Jeanna Kadlec. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Hidden Histories: Faith and Black Lesbian Leadership by Monique Moultrie. Christian Traditions: General Views

Historical Dictionary of Homosexuality (Historical Dictionaries of Religions, Philosophies, and Movement Series) Second Edition by Brent L Pickett. Historical Scholarship

Holy Censorship or Mistranslation: Love, Gender and Sexuality in the Bible by K. Renato Lings. Bible Interpretation

A Home for All: A Catholic Call for LGBTQ Non-Discrimination by Francis DeBernardo and Robert Shine. Roman Catholic Traditions

I

*I Felt the End Before It Came: Memoirs of a Queer Ex-Jehovah’s Witness* by Daniel Allen Cox. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

*I Spoke to You with Silence: Essays from Queer Mormons of Marginalized Genders* by Kerry Spencer Pray and Jenn Lee Smith. Mormon Traditions

*I’m Black, I’m a Minister, and I’m Gay* by Benjamin Carlton. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

*In the Margins: A Transgender Man’s Journey with Scripture* by Shannon T. L. Kearns. Bible Interpretation


*Inclusive Love: Confronting Conservative Ideas, and Encouraging LGBTQ+ Individuals Who Seek Jesus* by Therese Marie Parks. Christian Traditions: General Views

*Inclusive Songs from the Heart of Gospel* by Jann Aldredge-Clanton, McKenzie Brown, and Larry E. Schultz. Ceremonies & Rituals


*Injustice and the Care of Souls, Second Edition: Taking Oppression Seriously in Pastoral Care* by Sheryl A. Kujawa-Holbrook and Karen B. Montagno, eds. Pastoral Care & Counseling

*Into Your Hands: Essays Inspired by Mystic, Prophet, and Activist Michael Bernard Kelly* by Michael Bernard Kelly. Christian Traditions: General Views

*Ioläus: An Anthology of Friendship* by Edward Carpenter. Historical Scholarship

*Is the Bible Really Anti-Gay?* by James Appel. Bible Interpretation


J

*Jesus was Gay: Essays on Christianity and Homosexuality* by Joel Goh. Christian Traditions: General Views
The Journey of a Closeted Pastor by Ray Miller. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives


Language for God: A Lutheran Perspective by Mary J. Streufert. Christian Traditions: General Views

The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Islamic Theology of Homosexuality: The Gay, Bisexual Identity and Clarifying the Sheikh al Tantawi and Imam Khomeini Fatwas from the Progressive Muslim Standpoint by Musa Khan Jalalzai. Muslim Traditions

A Letter to the Christian Church, Rite 3, St. Elisabeth Interfaith Episcopal Church by Frederick Lyle Morris. Bible Interpretation

Leviticus: The Intention of the Heart for Harmonious Living by Peter Wilks. Bible Interpretation

LGBTQ by Birth – Christian by Choice: Our Stories Connect Us by Larry Dwayne Ponder. Christian Traditions: General Views

LGBTQ Catholic Ministry: Past and Present by Jason Steidl. Roman Catholic Traditions

LGBTQ Catholics: A Guide to Inclusive Ministry by Yunuen Trujillo. Roman Catholic Traditions

LGBTQ+ Companion to Symbol, Mythology, Folklore and Spirituality by Randy P. Connor and Hatfield Sparks. 2nd edition. Historical Scholarship

The LGBTQ+ Muslim Experience by Chana Etengoff and Eric M. Rodriguez. Muslim Traditions

Liberated to Engage: A New Way Forward from the Christian-LGBTQ+ Debate by Felipe Sostre. Christian Traditions: General Views

Listen, Learn & Love: Embracing LGBTQ Latter-Day Saints by Richard Ostler. Mormon Traditions

Listen, Learn & Love: Improving Latter-Day Saint Culture by Richard Ostler. Mormon Traditions

Love Makes Room: And Other Things I Learned When My Daughter Came Out by Staci Frenes. Christian Traditions: General Views

Love Tenderly: Sacred Stories of Lesbian and Queer Religions by Grace Surdovel and Jeannine Gramick. Christian Traditions: General Views

Made, Known, Loved: Developing LGBTQ-Inclusive Youth Ministry by Ross Murray. Christian Traditions: General Views

Making Room at the Table: Understanding Sexual Issues and the Church by Dani ‘El Garvin. Christian Traditions: General Views

Meditations for the Awakened Christian: 30 Daily Meditations for Social Justice, Equality and Divine Love by Anna Dimmel. Devotional Literature

Memories of a Gay Catholic Boyhood: Coming of Age in the Sixties by John D’Emilio. Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

Mercy without End: Toward a More Inclusive Church by Lavina Fielding Anderson. Mormon Traditions

Messy Truth: How to Foster Community Without Sacrificing Conviction by Caleb Kaltenbach. Christian Traditions: General Views

Mi’kmaq Puoinaq Two Spirit Medicine by Joseph Randolph Bowers. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys


Muslims on the Margins: Creating Queer Religious Community in North America (North American Religions) by Katrina Daly Thompson. Muslim Traditions
My Gay Church Days: Memoir of a Closeted Evangelical Pastor Who Eventually Had Enough by George Azar. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives


Mychal Judge: Take Me to Where You Want Me to Go (People of God) by Francis DeBernardo. Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

N


The Night I Came Out to God by J. D. Waggy. Christian Traditions: General Views


Nomad for God by Dusty Pruitt. Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives


O

O Beautiful Dust: Walking the Wilderness Toward Common Prayer by R. W. Walker. Ceremonies & Rituals


Only a Faggot Jesus Can Save Us: Christian Reflections in Gay Code by Carlos Osma. Christian Traditions: General Views

Open: Unorthodox Thoughts on God and Community by Brad R. Braxton. Christian Traditions: General Views

Operating Manual for Same-Sex Couples: Navigating the Rules, Rites & Rights by Demian. Ceremonies & Rituals
Orthodox Tradition and Human Sexuality (Orthodox Christianity and Contemporary Thought) by Thomas Arentzen, Ashley M. Purpura, and Aristotle Papanikolau. **Historical Scholarship**


Out in the Pulpit: The Lived Experiences of Lesbian Clergy in Four Protestant Mainline Denominations by Pamela Pater-Ennis. **Christian Traditions: General Views**


Pastoral Care to and Ministry with LGBTQ Youth and Young Adults by Arthur David Canales. **Pastoral Care & Counseling**

Peace in the Valley Anthology: Members of the LGBTQIA+ Community and Allies Share Their Experience with Faith, Religion, Spirituality and Acceptance by Kat M. and Shauna D. Harris, and Vincenzo Cohen. **Christian Traditions: General Views**

A Place in the Choir: Reclaiming My Relationship with God as a Queer Man by Jerome Imhoff. **Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Plain: A Memoir of Mennonite Girlhood (Living Out: Gay and Lesbian Autobiog) by Mary Alice Hostetter. **Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Planning Your LGBTQ Wedding: Words for Your Same-Sex Ceremony by B. J. Beu. **Ceremonies & Rituals**


Prayers for Inclusion and Diversity by Rupert Bristow. **Ceremonies & Rituals**


Progressive Hymns: Contemporary Justice-Centered Lyrics by Megan Rohrer, Orion Pitts, Susan Strouse, Judith Dancer, and Sharon Reinbott. **Ceremonies & Rituals**

A Progressive Inclusive Hymnal by Pearson Moore. **Ceremonies & Rituals**
Progressing the Journey: Lyrics and Liturgy for a Conscious Church by Susan Jones. Ceremonies & Rituals

Public Discourses About Homosexuality and Religion in Europe and Beyond (1st ed. 2020 ed.) by Marco Derks and Mariecle van den Berg. Historical Scholarship

Q

The Queer Bible Commentary, Revised 2nd ed. by Mona West and Robert Shore-Goss. Historical Scholarship


A Queer Dharma: Yoga and Meditations for Liberation by Jacoby Ballard. Eastern Religious Traditions

The Queer Evangelist: A Socialist Clergy’s Radically Honest Tale by Cheri DiNovo. Christian Traditions: General Views

Queer God de Amor (Disruptive Cartographers Series) by Miguel H. Diaz. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

Queer Hands of God by Crystal Cheatham and Adam Evers. Christian Traditions: General Views

Queer Holiness: The Gift of LGBTQI People to the Church by Charlie Bell. Christian Traditions: General Views

Queer Mormon Theology: An Introduction by Blaire Ostler. Mormon Traditions

Queer Preaching & Exegesis for Revolution & Resistance: Collected Sermons, Bible Commentaries & Liturgies of Donovan Ackley III, Ph.D. (Queer Liberation Theology & Praxis) by Donovan Ackley III. Ceremonies & Rituals

Queer Prophets: The Bible’s Surprise Ending to the Story of Sexuality and Gender by Greg Paul, Christian Traditions: General Views

Queer Qabala: Nonbinary, Genderfluid, Omnisexual Mysticism & Magick by Enfys J. Book. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

Queer Soul and Queer Theology: Ethics and Redemption in Real Life (Routledge New Critical Thinking in Religion, Theology and Biblical Studies) by Laurel C. Schneider and Thelathia Nikki Young. Christian Traditions: General Views
Queering Mesoamerican Diasporas: Remembering Xicana Indigena Ancestries (Transformations: Womanist Studies) by Susy J. Zepeda. Historical Scholarship

Queering Wesley, Queering the Church by Keegan Osinski. Protestant Traditions

Queers the Word: A 40 Day Devotional for LGBTQ+ Christians by Brian G. Murphy and Shannon T. L. Kearns. Devotional Literature

Rainbow Letters: The Temerity to Believe by Gary M. Watts. Mormon Traditions


A Rainbow Thread: An Anthology of Queer Jewish Texts from the First Century to 1969 by Noam Sienna. Jewish Traditions

The Rebel Christ by Michael Coren. Christian Traditions: General Views

Reclaiming Two-Spirits: Sexuality, Spiritual Renewal & Sovereignty in Native America (Queer Ideas/Queer Action) by Gregory D. Smithers. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys


Reimagining Christianity and Sexual Diversity in Africa by Adriaan van Klinken. Christian Traditions: General Views


Religious Trauma: Queer Stories in Estrangement and Return (Emerging Perspectives in Pastoral Theology and Care) by Brooke N. Petersen. Pastoral Care & Counseling

Revising Eternity: 27 Latter Day Saint Men Reflect on Modern Relationships by Holly Welker and Patrick Q. Mason. Mormon Traditions

R.I.C.H. in Preaching: Transforming Strategic Leaders within an Afro-Caribbean Congregation to Become Agents of Radical Christian Inclusive Hospitality towards the LGBTQ Community through Preaching by Antonio Lamar Torrence. Ceremonies & Rituals
Sacred Gender: Create Trans and Nonbinary Spiritual Connections by Ariana Serpentine. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

Sacred Queer Stories: Ugandan LGBTQ+ Refugee Lives & the Bible (Religion in Transforming Africa) by Adriaan van Klinken and Johanna Stiebert. Christian Traditions: General Views


Search Me: A Way of the Cross in Solidarity with the LGBTQ Community by John T. Kyler. Roman Catholic Traditions

Seeking Sanctuary: Stories of Sexuality, Faith, and Migration by John Marnell. Christian Traditions: General Views

Sex and Sacrament: A Queer Liberation Theology of Prayer and Worship by Donovan W. Ackley III. Ceremonies & Rituals

Sex, Then and Now: Sexualities & the Bible by William Loader. Historical Scholarship

The Sexual Politics of Black Churches (Religion, Culture, and Public Life 2) by Josef Sorett. Christian Traditions: General Views

Shouts in the Wilderness: Daily Meditations for Leatherfolk by Hardy Haberman. Devotional Literature


Sodom and Gomorrah: What was Their Sin? by Mark V. Style. Bible Interpretation

Someone You Love is Gay: Reconciling Your Faith with Homosexuality by Brandon Park. Christian Traditions: General Views


Spiritual Pride: We Are All Divine! by David Howard. Christian Traditions: General Views

Still on Fire: Field Notes from a Queer Mystic by Jan Phillips. Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives
Stories of Lesbian Women and the Church by Bonnie E. Kelly. **Christian Traditions: General Views**

Straight-Face by Brandon Wallace. **Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**


T

Tender Leaves of Hope: Finding Belonging as LGBTQ Latter-Day Saint Women by Meghan Decker. **Mormon Traditions**


This Body of Water: Surviving Mormonism as a Queer Man by Weston Smith. **Mormon Traditions**

This Monk Wears Heels: Be Who You Are by Kodo Nishimura. **Eastern Religious Traditions**

This Queer Grace: My Lesbian Journey Through Unknown Landscapes: A Spiritual Memoir by Hilde Raastad. **Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Those Seven References: A Study of “Homosexuality” in the Bible and Its Impact on the Queer Community of Faith by John F. Dwyer. **Bible Interpretation**

To Live and Love Well: The True Story of a Gay Man’s Struggle with Poverty, Abuse, and Excommunication from the Mormon Church by Wayne T. Cheney and Linda B. Myers. **Mormon Traditions**

Together: Ten Building Blocks for a Successful Relationship by Ken Martin. **Pastoral Care & Counseling**

Trans Affirming Churches by Dowd Beardsley. **Christian Traditions: General Views**

Trans-Evangelist: The Life and Times of a Transgender Pentecostal Preacher by Paula Nielson. **Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Trans-Forming Proclamation: A Transgender Theology of Daring Existence by Liam M. Hooper. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**
Transforming: The Bible and the Lives of Transgender Christians by Austen Hartke. Christian Traditions: General Views


A Transparent Translation of the Ancient Bible Concerning Homosexuality by Ernest Camisa. Bible Interpretation

Tried to be Straight – Options for Gay Christians by Andy Wells. Christian Traditions: General Views


U - V


W - Z

A Walk in My Shoes: Questions I’m Often Asked as a Gay Latter-Day Saint by Ben Schilaty. Mormon Traditions


What the Bible Says About Sex: Why We Read It the Way We Do by Jeremiah Cataldo. Bible Interpretation

When I was Red Clay: A Journey of Identity, Healing, and Wonder by Jonathan T. Bailey. Mormon Traditions

WHEN: Questions for Catholicism: Women, Homosexuality, Ecumenism, and Non-Ordained by Michael J. Tkacik. Roman Catholic Traditions

Where True Love Is: An Affirming Devotional for LGBTQIA+ Christians and Their Allies by Suzanne DeWitt Hall. Devotional Literature

“Who Am I to Judge?”: Homosexuality and the Catholic Church by Stephan Goertz. Roman Catholic Traditions

Without the Mask: Coming Out and Coming into God’s Light by Charlie Bird. Mormon Traditions

Words for New Weddings by David Glusker and Thom Backstone. Ceremonies & Rituals

Yahweh God’s Harmony in Creation by Isaac C. Turner. Christian Traditions: General Views